IMPATIENCE  AT  SINING
"Patience" Games.
The police used to come at any and every hour of the day
and night, to examine our arms, to examine our luggage, or
simply to see how our typewriter worked.
We were lodged in a mud-built inn in the Moslem town.
The doors would not shut and the neighbours walked in and
out as they chose, or with inquisitive fingers made cracks in
the paper of the windows to spy on us. In the morning we
were wakened by the loud scraping noise with which the
Chinese unfailingly clear their throats.
Before we left I knew the town backwards and forwards,
the hammerings of blacksmiths and coppersmiths, and the
sliding noise of the bellows worked by scullions under kitchen
hearths. There was the eternal beating of the flour sifters (a
kind of hanging shakers), and there was the cry of the soup-
vendors. Near the river, in the bare fields surrounded by low
dykes, a seed-sowing apparatus that looked like a variation
on a plough "theme" was stuck in the earth.
Back at the inn I would warm myself over a tray of live
coals and read. Peter buried himself in The Weekly Times
crossword puzzle. The missionaries had lent him the paper,
but apart from that one gesture the gentlemen of the China
Inland Mission at Sining showed no great cordiality. They
had probably heard that we were in difficulties with the
authorities and as a matter of principle they avoided every-
thing even remotely touching on politics. They refused even
to agree to act as interpreters in the event of our obtaining an
interview with the General. Perhaps also they thought we
ought to have a chaperon. Unhappily the Smigs were no
longer available.
Petfer also killed time playing "Patience/' He only knew
one variety, but it lent itself to all kinds of tricks. If it
came out—which was almost impossible—it meant that
India was ours. So, to all intents and purposes, was the
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